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Abstract
I wanted to understand how my research participants experience sexual pleasure when
reading shota, a Japanese genre of self-published erotic comics that features young boy
characters. I therefore started reading the comics in the same way as my research
participants had told me that they did it: while masturbating. In this research note, I will
recount how I set up an experimental method of masturbating to shota comics, and how
this participant observation of my own desire not only gave me a more embodied
understanding of the topic for my research but also made me think about loneliness and
ways to combat it as driving forces of the culture of self-published erotic comics.
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Introduction
I had hit a wall in my research. Semi-structured interviews (Bernard, 2006) can only take
you so far, especially when the topic is sensitive (Lee, 1993), which mine is. A short
introduction is called for before we move on.
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Shota, or shotacon, is a Japanese genre of comics and illustrations that feature young
boy characters in a cute or, most often, sexually explicit way. The genre emerged in the
amateur culture of self-published comics – d
ojinshi – in Japan in the 1980s, which is
centred around huge conventions that have come to attract hundreds of thousands of
participants (Kinsella 1998: 295–96). Shota was ﬁrst an offspring of the male homoerotic
genre yaoi, which is read and produced mainly by women. Male readers discovered shota
through lolicon, a genre that features young girl characters in a sexually explicit way. Yet
other male readers positioned themselves against the lolicon reading shota fans
(Watanabe, 1998). This ‘complicated mix of male and female producers and consumers’
(Sait
o, 2007: 236) of shota is reﬂected in its many subgenres, differing in style, themes,
the age of the characters and the explicitness of the sex, as well as in the readers’ views on
whether or how sexual desire for ﬁctional boys is connected to sexual attraction to actual
children. Untangling this largely unresearched knot of desires for ﬁctional boy characters
will give us a better understanding of human sexuality and provide a more solid basis for
policymaking.
In my current research, I am asking how fans of shota comics in Japan think about
desire and identity. My methods have included web surveys, participant observation at
d
ojinshi conventions and the above-mentioned semi-structured interviews, both recurring
and one-off ones. In these interviews, my research participants have talked about various
aspects of their relation to shota comics: what kind of shota they like, how they see
themselves in relation to the story, how they engage with shota concretely (how they read
or draw it), what shota gives them and so on. While the answers are sprawling, a few
themes have emerged. My main ﬁnding, which I explored through ﬁlmmaking, is that
some readers use shota as a way to relive an alternative version of their own pasts, which
had sometimes been traumatic or uneventful.
So far everything makes sense. Semi-structured interviews had been transcribed, coded
and funnelled into neat ﬁndings. A bit too neat, maybe. I had a persistent feeling of only
having traced the surface of my topic, and of wanting to go deeper. Filmmaking had added
a ‘knowledge of being’ to the ‘knowledge as meaning’ (MacDougall, 2006: 6) that words
convey, but my understanding of my research participants’ experience remained largely
intellectual. What I needed was a method that could remove the ‘separation of mind and
body’ (Stoller, 1997: xv), and so give me an embodied understanding of my topic.
The solution had been there all along, printed in plain language in the interviews – I had
just not seen it so clearly. Because no matter how my research participants’ takes on shota
differed in terms of favourite theme, preferred age and style of characters, how they
related their own selves to the story, and so on, they had one thing in common: almost all
of them said that they masturbated to shota material. I tried to inquire about the details of
these masturbation sessions, but it was hard to know what to ask, and the conversation
sometimes stalled. In addition, it would have been impossible for me to grasp how the
intellectual reasoning, for example, of entering an alternative past, was connected to the
bodily sensation of masturbation without me ‘doing it’ myself. Audre Lorde (1997: 282)
has written: ‘The erotic cannot be felt secondhand.’ Indeed. And so I realized that my
body was equipped with a research tool of its own that could give me, quite literally, a
ﬁrst-hand understanding of shota.
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Erotic confessions
The erotic in research ranges from recognizing it as a benevolent inﬂuence in education
(Pensoneau-Conway, 2009: 176) to anthropologists having sex with research participants
in order to understand a certain practice, such as anonymous sex (Langarita Adiego, 2019:
1256). While there is plenty of literature on masturbation as such, few researchers write
about their own masturbation habits. The glaring exception is Kristen C. Blinne (2012),
who attempted to ‘break taboos and stigmas surrounding self-pleasuring’, but whose
poetic style ironically reinforces the idea that masturbation is a sensitive enough subject to
warrant special linguistic treatment. Forestalling the criticism of her culture (North
America), Blinne goes into confessional mode: ‘Before I continue, I must confess: I
masturbate.’ (ibid.: 955; emphasis in original)
Despite the importance of understanding all aspects of being human, research on
sexuality is often seen as ‘dirty work’ (Irvine, 2014: 633), and researchers, not least of
sexually explicit comics, are vulnerable to accusations of having a ‘prurient’ interest in
their research topic (Madill, 2018: 270); studying lolicon made Patrick W. Galbraith
(2017) ‘the lolicon guy’, publishing a seminal book on pornographic ﬁlms turned Linda
Williams (1999: ix) into ‘a professor of “porn”’, and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (2008: 59)
felt the need to justify why she, as a woman, wrote about gay men. Why are you interested
in this? seems to be the lurking question that researchers want to beat critics to. Williams
did so by abandoning her initial ‘objective, distanced stance’ for a confession similar to
that of Blinne: ‘I thus hereby admit … to a genuinely “prurient interest” in the genre of
pornography’ (Williams, 1999: xi). As commendable as I ﬁnd such bold admissions of
prurience, I can’t shake off the feeling that they reﬂect and reproduce the historical
Christian belief in a ‘truth’ or ‘individual secret’ that can and must be expressed through
confession, as detailed by Michel Foucault (1978: 61). I will therefore make a point of
writing this research note in a rather casual and hands-on way, without any ceremoniously
delivered confession: I simply want to explore a method that my research question seems
to call for.
Let us brieﬂy consider why, in a society that prides itself on being sexually liberal,
masturbation is still controversial. One reason may be that we’re living under the yoke of a
Christianity that for centuries ruled that reproduction was ‘the only justiﬁcation of sexual
relations’ (Weeks, 2009: 22; emphasis in original), and masturbation certainly doesn’t
produce any babies. But plenty of sexual acts don’t, and yet they are not as stigmatized as
masturbation. Foucault argues that the ‘crusade against masturbation’ in the 18th century
was connected to the nuclear family as a new unit of knowledge-power, which was
responsible for surveilling and quenching anything deemed ‘abnormal’ in the emerging
medical discourse of the time (Foucault, 2003: 327). These abnormalities were rounded
up and juxtaposed with their sanctioned counterparts in Gayle Rubin’s ‘hierarchical
system of sexual value’, in which coupled relations are ‘good’ and solitary practices ‘bad’;
masturbation is thus seen as ‘an inferior substitute for partnered encounters’ (Rubin, 2007:
151). While other ‘bad’ sexual acts have climbed in the hierarchy since Rubin’s essay was
ﬁrst published in 1984 – homosexual sex, non-procreative sex and casual sex, for example
– the monstrous ﬁgure of ‘the masturbator’ (Sedgwick, 2008: 9) is still invoked in
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discussions. A recent article on the ‘foul’ practice of masturbating to someone’s Facebook
photos can serve as example. The author uses the terms ‘perpetrators and victims’ and
describes the masturbators as ‘very awful people’ (Zia, 2017). In a time when sex
discourse ﬂourishes and companies routinely paint their logotypes in rainbow colours to
proﬁt on a sexually liberal image, it seems that the worst sin is to simply be alone.
But are we alone? Blinne drags the reader into her masturbation sessions, addresses the
reader ‘you’: ‘I long to know that this is mutual, yet you offer only silence.’ (Blinne, 2012:
958). Is this inclusion of an invisible reader a desperate attempt to overcome the shame of
being alone? I thought so at ﬁrst, but that was before I started to think self-reﬂexively
about my own masturbation, to which we will now turn.

Masturbation as a method
This is how I set out to use masturbation as a method:
For a period of 3 months, I would masturbate only to shota comics. For this purpose, I
would use d
ojinshi and commercial volumes that I have bought or been given during
ﬁeldwork in Japan. In short: I would masturbate in the same way that my research
participants did it. After each masturbation session I would write down my thoughts and
feelings – a kind of critical self-reﬂection – in a notebook, as well as details about which
material I had used, where I had done it, at what time, and for how long. I would not be
allowed to have any other sexual relief during this ‘ﬁeldwork’ in my own sexuality: no
regular porn, no sex with another person, no fantasies or memories – it had to be shota
every time. I happened to live alone during this experiment, and I had newly become
single after a long relationship – these factors probably contributed to my willingness and
eagerness to explore this method.
Among fans of shota and other subcultural comic genres in Japan, the ﬁctional world is
often referred to as two-dimensional, as in the lines on paper that a character in a comic is
made of, whereas actual human beings are called three-dimensional, even when they
appear in a photo or a video (Galbraith, 2019: 65). In other words, pornographic ﬁlms are
3D, and erotic comics are 2D. Since my previous masturbation material had been almost
exclusively 3D, immersing myself in the 2D world can be seen as a version of participant
observation, the classic ethnographic method that Bronislaw Malinowski pioneered
during his ﬁeldwork on the Trobriand Islands of New Guinea in the beginning of the 20th
century (Spradley 1980: 3). Malinowski’s radical quest to ‘grasp the native’s point of
view’ (Malinowski 2002 [1922]: 19) by participating and observing started an ‘ethnographic revolution’ which came to deﬁne anthropology (Spradley 1980: V). It is this
ongoing revolution that I want to contribute to by doing participant observation in the ﬁeld
within myself, while masturbating in the same way that my research participants do it. The
‘sensory ethnographer’ aims for ‘experience-based empathetic understandings of what
others might be experiencing and knowing’ (Pink, 2015: 98), and so my task is to
understand with my body what it may be like to read shota comics.
Why the long period and the strict rules of masturbating to only 2D material? Because
ethnographic ﬁeldwork demands such consistency in order to yield results in the form of a
‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) of the ﬁeld. It was therefore imperative that I kept living
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within my own 2D world during this sexual ﬁeldwork, without resorting to my usual 3D
material, which I sometimes longed for. In that sense, I felt like I was in the physical ﬁeld
of another culture. I could relate to Malinowski, who during his time among the Trobrianders often felt a ‘longing for civilization’ (Malinowski, 1989: 148), or for his own
culture as we would say today. 3D is my culture, just like milk and muesli is my breakfast,
and not ﬁsh and miso soup, which you might be served for breakfast at a traditional ryokan
in Japan. I can enjoy both, but I think I will never overcome my preference – I wonder if
any of us truly can. And so, it was necessary to be diligent enough to abstain from the
‘milk and muesli’ of porn during this experiment, in order to see what happened to my
body on a long diet of ‘ﬁsh and miso soup’.

Brief ﬁndings
The three months of masturbation to shota comics resulted in 30 entries in my notebook.
Since this essay focuses on the method as such, I will only recount the main ﬁndings
brieﬂy and in regards to whether they helped me get closer to understanding the experience of my research participants.
Excerpt from my ﬁeld diary after reading a d
ojinshi by Shigeru from the ‘circle’, or
dojinshi group, Sh
onen Zoom:
Started reading on the toilet: Boy who is staying with relatives happens to see his same-age
friend masturbate. He can’t let go of this sight ... I continued in bed, arranged the pillows until
I was in a comfortable position, a bit ceremonial. ... The boy is now observing Tokio-kun
through the window, on the veranda, while jerking off. He slips on the snow and is discovered. Tokio-kun angry, but also excited even as he keeps repeating ‘I’m not homo!’. The
boy who has admitted to everything has nothing to lose, so he throws himself over Tokio-kun
and starts snifﬁng his cock and licking his smooth balls, and while waiting for the shot I
came! (10 September 2021)

This masturbation session let me experience one of the core aspects of shota that some
of my research participants had mentioned: its power to provide an alternative past. The
story was realistic enough to make me relate it to my own growing up. I didn’t grow up in
Japan and I never lived with a boy my age in the house of my relatives. But I did come to
think of a male friend I had, and I do remember being alone in his room once, opening a
small cupboard by his bedside, and ﬁnding a porn magazine there. Like the boy in
Shigeru’s story, I felt excited when realizing that my friend (too) masturbated. My story
stopped there, but Shigeru’s continued. And as I stroked myself to orgasm, Shigeru’s story
mixed with my own, tweaking my past and providing me ‘a happier version’, as one of my
research participants had put it. This is not to say that things like those in the dojinshi
necessarily should have happened when I grew up. But to enjoy this alternative version for
half an hour in the comfort of my bed felt good.
Several of my research participants had used the word ‘nostalgia’ to describe the allure
of shota. This too looks back at the past and the period of puberty that is captured by the
term ‘growth’, which is a common theme in shota. A few sessions after Shigeru, I chose a
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dojinshi by Tanaka Tar
o/Jail Black, in which there is a new boy in class, Haru, who
befriends a boy in that class, Ken. An excerpt from my ﬁeldnotes:
Took long time before any action. I read everything and once they started undressing and
comparing their cocks I came immediately. Vague memories of me and [name retracted] ...
What was exciting was deﬁnitely the whole atmosphere with two new friends who discover
sex together. Something you only do once in life. ... I was there, was one of them, not sure
who, or wait a minute: I was Haru! The new boy. Whereas Ken was the active one, and the
one who was sexy! (30 September 2021)

In another entry, I note that ‘it felt good to have shared a person’s fantasy’ (15
September 2021). This sharing of other people’s imaginations is a key aspect of dojinshi
culture that ﬁnds its most evident expression at the recurring dojinshi conventions, where
fans of shota or other genres meet and buy each other’s publications. I have been to plenty
of these events, but it was not until now, when I started masturbating to the dojinshi I had
bought there, that I felt that I had been truly let in. By coming to a particular story, I have
shared a fantasy with both the other readers and with the creator of that fantasy. This gave
me a feeling of intimacy, and made me understand why every dojinshi ends with an
atogaki, an afterword, where the author writes a bit about the work and thanks the readers
for their support, because this little greeting signalled that we were in this together. The
whole structure surrounding the shared imaginations of shota and other genres creates a
‘feeling of oneness’ or ittaikan (Galbraith, 2011: 224), which I would not have become
part of without reading the works the way they were intended to be read: while
masturbating.
So far I had deepened my understanding of what my research participants had talked to
me about or I had encountered in the literature, but masturbating to shota also gave me
ﬁndings that I don’t know if are unique to me or shared by my research participants, and so
I will bring them up in our conversations as my research progresses. In short, these
ﬁndings included:

Self-care
I experienced a sense of self-care, which I also call the ‘spa effect’, since I often felt so
relaxed after these sessions that it reminded of going to a spa, or why not an onsen, a
Japanese hot spring. While my previous masturbation habits had been rather routine,
masturbating to shota became more of a ritual: carefully choosing a dojinshi (what am I in
the mood for today?), creating a comfortable position in the bed, dozing off a bit afterwards – it was all part of the ritual. The feeling was one of care: care of myself. This
feeling was enhanced at the times when I chose a previously unopened dojinshi: unwrapping the shiny cellophane created a crackling sound that signalled luxury and investment in myself. Other paraphernalia of the ritual, such as buying a special lamp that
made reading while masturbating easier, showed that I respected myself and that masturbating to shota was something to feel proud and not ashamed of. But knowing how
elaborate the process was also became a hindrance to getting started. Masturbating
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became a thing, almost something I planned for, and something I knew would take at least
half an hour (partly because I took notes afterwards), whereas previously it had always
been improvised. And so my masturbation frequency went down from daily to two or
three times a week. In a way, quality replaced quantity. It may not be a coincidence that I
kept up a healthy lifestyle in general during this period. For example, I stopped eating
sugar, which in a way is the porn of food as it creates a dopamine rush of instant
satisfaction.

D
ojinshi are diverse
It was not until I started reading d
ojinshi actively while masturbating that I realized how
different they were, not only in terms of drawings and story, which of course range from
very amateurish to very professional, or in terms of characters and themes, which are a
matter of taste, but more in how believable the story was. The examples above, with
stories from a past childhood, were believable to me, as in ‘that could have happened’, and
that made those d
ojinshi good. But more often, very young boy characters would greedily
jump over the ﬁrst cock that presented itself. That too worked for me, but it was different.
If the boyhood stories enhanced a sexual curiosity that was there from the start in the
typical pubescent boy that the characters were modelled on, these other stories pasted an
overly virile sexuality onto characters that would not be sexual to start with (or at least not
that sexual, or in that way). Maybe one of the thrills of creating your own dojinshi is that
you can mend reality in such unbelievable ways? This relates to ‘the thrill of customizing
someone else’s characters as one likes’ (Nagayama, 2020: 79), that is, creating erotic
‘parodies’ of famous comics, which is a deﬁning feature of dojinshi culture, instead of
inventing one’s own original characters. In any case, discovering the cultural diversity of
my masturbation material made me want to discuss in more detail how my research
participants think about different d
ojinshi.

Desire by proxy
My desire did not only emanate from the content of the dojinshi, but from the fact that
other people too were excited by this often extreme content and masturbated to it. Safely
separated in time and space, we were sharing a sexual moment and maybe coming on the
same pages, to the same frames. I did not want to see these people (at least not while I was
masturbating), but just knowing that we were, in a way, doing it together added something
to my pleasure. This feeling was enhanced when I read a secondhand dojinshi, which I
assumed had been used for masturbation by its previous owner, and thus been ‘charged’,
like a magic charm that would continue to bring happiness to new owners.

Conclusion
What I learned from this experiment was to attach greater meaning and value to the act of
masturbation, and especially of doing it to two-dimensional material in the form of
comics. By that I don’t mean that I had belittled it before, but in a way I think that we all
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belittle, unconsciously, practices that we don’t understand. Masturbating made me
understand.
Thinking more critically about my own masturbation also made me wonder if all sex is
masturbation, in the sense that people are focused on their own pleasure and use other
people as ‘masturbation material’. This is most evident in various forms of cybersex,
which has been described as ‘a novel masturbatory innovation’ (Waskul et al., 2000: 388),
since the partners are physically separated. But the autoerotic aspect of sex is there even
when we are physically together, and certain sexual practices enhance this aspect, as Pat
Caliﬁa (2004) notes: ‘Some forms of masochism and fetishism are actually very sophisticated and complex forms of masturbation.’ Similarly, constructions like darkrooms,
where people have sex without seeing each other, or glory holes, which conceal everything but the penis or a body oriﬁce, let us build up the other as a fantasy in our heads
from a minimal piece of actual ﬂesh. To a varying extent, that’s what we always do when
we have sex with someone. We’re all alone, no matter if we are physically alone or not.
And at the same time, we are not alone. When we masturbate, someone else is always
there. During this ﬁeldwork, others were there with me, both in the form of the characters
that populated the d
ojinshi, but also in the form of the invisible creator of these characters
and the other readers who were enjoying them. In addition, my head was visited by people
from my past, people I had seen on the street, my ex-partner. It’s impossible for your brain
to be blank during masturbation, which is why Blinne (2012) invited ‘you’ to hers. It may
very well be that masturbation is the activity during which we are least alone. That, in turn,
may explain what drives d
ojinshi culture: a yearning for being less alone in a society
permeated by loneliness on a large scale (Kato et al., 2017).
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